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  SPIRITUALITY, RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY 

SPIRITUALITY 

Spirituality consists of a human pursuit to become increasingly aware of our 

innermost being and highest consciousness and activate it in our total life, internal as well as 

external, gradually transforming and eventually unifying it with Cosmic Consciousness and 

the Supreme Being, the Divine. It embraces our entire life and activities and aims at the 

reorientation and regeneration of our life. Thereby it eventually leads man to the realization 

and manifestation of the Divine in this very existence, culminating in the creation of the 

Divine Life upon the earth, the Life of Freedom and Perfection, of Harmony and Beauty and 

of Love and Bliss. It brings to light the real meaning and significance of all that we are, we do 

and we have, of all that we achieve. It awakens and nurtures in us an aspiration to realize in 

and through our life the Divine, which is the source and raison de etre of our life and that of 

the entire universe and thus connects us with the task meant to realize our supreme 

destiny.  

RELIGION 

Religion consists of the human pursuit in which spirituality institutionalized. Religion 

provides significant forms to spirituality in the life of people that is relevant to their ethos. 

To serve this purpose it formulates and resorts to certain beliefs regarding the nature of 

human soul and its relationship to the Divine and his creation and the code of conduct and 

convenient rituals, which generally facilitate the gradual change in his life leading it to the 

realization of his highest destiny.  

However, with the passage of time these beliefs and rituals because of their stress 

on external forms get stagnant and mechanized; they lose their contact with their inner 

kernel and get mixed up with the contrary desires arising out of human angularities and 

narrow interests and a variety of downward pulls. Then instead of assisting man in his 

spiritual pursuit, they strangulate it.  

Hence, these beliefs and rituals, which constitute the outer shell of religion, need 

periodical reformation for the revival of spirituality.  Religion has to continuously undergo 

change in order to maintain its spiritual import, which is its soul. 

PHILOSOPHY  

Philosophy too has its roots in spiritual pursuit of man. It is a mental endeavour to 

grasp the essence or rather to present in mental terms the essence of our life and its 

destiny, of the totality of existence. It attempts to dwell deep into the fundamentals of 

existence with an open mind, a mind not tied down to any dogma or presumption and 

proceeds with its clear and all-comprehensive probing to rise above all inconsistencies, with 

a view to arrive at the highest Truth, the Truth that is beyond all doubt and which could 

furnish the ultimate explanation of all that exists.   
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In the course of this mental exercise to encompass Reality in its fold a tendency 

develops in consonance with the innate nature of this mind to define or rather to delimit 

Reality to mental conceptions, at times exclusively to one single conception which appears 

as being ultimate. And since the mind that seeks all-comprehensive consistency while 

developing this thesis invariably comes across internal inconsistency therein which pushes it 

to an opposite Idea claiming equal supremacy. This process does not terminate at this end 

and the yearning for all-comprehensive consistency continuously pushes the mind towards 

formulating a higher and still higher Idea having better and more comprehensive cognition 

of Reality. This exercise at the top of its achievement finds that there always remains an 

unbridgeable gulf between the Reality and its Idea because of which it falls short of total 

elimination of inconsistency. Reality by its very nature escapes from its hold and remains 

out of its reach.  

It brings forth the necessity for mind to transcend its current mode of working and 

become receptive to the higher source of knowledge and present the best and cogent 

formulation of the knowledge thus received in highly refined mental forms, which might 

help in the fuller realization of the Truth. It has to perform its role in the pursuit of 

knowledge and has not to transgress the terms of its assignment and usurp the role of the 

human Soul, which it is not. It is only a collaborator and helper of the Soul in its pursuit and 

holds a very significant position in the totality of human life to prepare and equip man for 

the realization of his destiny. The mental discipline associated with the philosophical inquiry 

is a convenient instrument which might present before us the widest possible perspective 

necessary to approach Reality and helps us to become more and more transparent in our 

being through its faculty of discrimination and faithfully render the revelation of the higher 

Truth in highly refined mental forms. It thereby reveals all that delimits and perverts 

spiritual or religious pursuit, so that it does not become stagnant and we do not deviate 

from our goal.  

CONCLUSION 

In our spiritual, religious and philosophical pursuits, we attempt to proceed from our 
limitations towards the unlimited, from our imperfections towards the perfection through 
the limited and imperfect means available to us, depending upon the state of our growth 
and development, our Adhikara. Hence, in the course of our journey it is quite natural that 
we consider the aspect of the truth presented and revealed to us as the whole truth. Thus 
there arise different formulations and approaches to truth and conflict between them on 
account of exclusive concentration on this or that particular aspect or approach. However, 
since our basic drive is towards the unlimited, it does not allow us to halt for long in the 
midway because of any hurdle arising out of such limited formulations or conflicts, which in 
their essence are only the stepping-stones towards the higher truth, our final goal. 
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